FLUENT was used to analyze how the bending cycles of nanopaper affects the temperature distribution of composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper with different bending cycles during heating process. The temperature distribution of the polymer composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper along the section z=0 is more uniform with the increase of bending cycles of nanopaper. The difference of the maximum and minimum temperature of the composites increases linearly with the increase of the heating power. The difference of the maximum and minimum temperature of the composite decreases with the increase of the bending cycles of nanopaper, which indicates that the temperature distribution of the composite is more uniform.
Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have exceptionally good mechanical properties and thermal conductivity [1, 2] . CNTs have some advantages beneficial for practical applications, including their excellent electrical, chemical, thermal and mechanical properties, and corrosion resistance to many severe environments. Due to their excellent advantages, CNTs were frequently mixed with polymers to enhance their thermal conducting performance [3] . However, manufacturing CNT-reinforced composites with uniform tube dispersion and large CNT loading is a great challenge [4] . CNT-buckypaper based composites can overcome part of the above-mentioned critical issues [5] .
Previous research on the properties of buckypaper and buckypaper/polymer composites has mostly been concentrated on their mechanical properties and conductive properties. In this work, the thermal responses of the polymer composites reinforced by flat, sinusoidal and bent buckypaper were systematically studied and the heating mechanisms of multiple-field coupling were identified.
Numerical model
The heating model of the polymer composite reinforced by the nanopaper is shown in Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 1 , heating the nanopaper is driven by a power source, and the cube region is the polymer matrix which is heated by the nanopaper. The temperature of the polymer matrix is increased due to the electro-heating of the nanopaper. The schematic diagram of the heating structure shows that the polymer matrix is heated by the nanopaper when the nanopaper is applied to an electrical source. T, L and w are the thickness, length and width of the polymer matrix, and h, d and A are the bent height, thickness and bent period of the nanopaper. The length, width, and the thickness of the heating model of the polymer composite reinforced by the flat and bent nanopaper are 60 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, and respectively. The thickness of the flat and bent buckypaper is 10 mm. The bent height and bent period of the bent buckypaper are 60 mm and 120 mm.
The objective of this research is to analyze how the bending cycles of nanopaper affects the temperature distribution of composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper with different bending cycles during heating process. . The thermal conductivity of the polymer matrix was set to be 0.1 W/(m•K). The specific heat capacity of the polymer matrix was set to be 1300 J/(kg•K). The density of the polymer matrix was set to be 1000 kg/m 3 . Figure 2 shows the geometry model of the polymer composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper. 
Results and discussion
The temperature of the polymer composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper at stable states along the section z=0 under the volume internal heat source of 50000 W/m 3 is listed in Table 1 . The temperature distribution of the polymer composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper at the stable states along the section z=0 under the volume internal heat source of 50000 W/m calculated. The obtained temperature distribution maps are shown in Figures 3. Figures 3 shows that high temperature region appear in the vicinity of the nanopaper. Figure 4 shows the temperature cloudy maps of composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper with different bending cycles along the section z=0 under the heating power of 50 w. As shown in Figure 4 , the temperature cloudy maps indicate that the temperature distribution of the polymer composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper along the section z=0 is more uniform as the bending cycles of the nanopaper increase from 5 A to 8 A under the heating power of 50 W. Figure 5 shows the curve of temperature difference of composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper with different bending cycles along the section z=0. As shown in Figure 5 , the difference of the maximum and minimum temperature of the composite increases linearly with the increase of the heating power. Figure 5 shows that the difference of the maximum and minimum temperature of the composite decreases with the increase of the bending cycles of nanopaper, which indicate that the temperature distribution of the composite is more uniform. 
Summary
FLUENT was used to analyze how the bending cycles of nanopaper affects the temperature distribution of composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper with different bending cycles during heating process. The temperature distribution of the polymer composites reinforced by pulse bending nanopaper along the section z=0 is more uniform with the increase of bending cycles of nanopaper.
The difference of the maximum and minimum temperature of the composites increases linearly with the increase of the heating power. The difference of the maximum and minimum temperature of the composite decreases with the increase of the bending cycles of nanopaper, which indicates that the temperature distribution of the composite is more uniform.
